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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
Prepared by: Rosalyn Barbieri (JPL)
A woAshop was held at the California Institute of Technology on
February 12-13, 1980 to discuss tactors which would impact the Imple-
mentation of a Photovoltaic Residential Applications Program. Sponsored
by the .let Propulsion Laboratory (.lI'I.), this workshop brought together
twent y-six Individual, from private Industry, universities, national
Iaborator{es, and the Department of Energy (IX)F).
'There were two imilor aspects of the workshop:
(1) Prosentatluns on aspects; of the Photovoltaic Program and tilt,
National Solar heat ink; and Cooling Demonstration Program to
prov{do ;a conxnon basis for discussion.
(2) Focused discusslons to elicit response and dialogue on the
Issues pertinent to tilt, Resldt,ntial Applications Program.
1'h0 workshop consisted of four s0sr;Ions composed of brief presen-
t at lons b y partIcIpants .ind med01'.iCt,d d ltit • usslon5.	 1'h t, i'{r>;t st,ss juts
W. Is an lilt roduct it'll to till` Photovoltalc5 Program is a contoxt for tli0
Resit{t • 11tI,11 AI 1 pli0.ltl. 1 t15 Program.	 I11e St,t-orld session di-,cuSSCd the
Solar Ileat inn and Cool {lip; IDettmistrat {till Program atld tilt' StrUcturt' and
tII,t • rat it'll of tIlc I'l l
 SIdollt (al mark0t.	 The third ^;essIon st till Ied the
f.l.'t01'S to b0 c011Sldr1-0d ill the design of non-hardWar0 experlm0nts.
Tllc i'ourth session cons{st0d of . 1 Workfng forum I ii which the Ideas . 1 nd
Suggest I ons from t lte previous SOSS I un5 Wel't' smmim r { etl alld synt Ilt's j zed.
I'he ageud.l for the Photovoltaic Residential Appi icat ion Program
Implementation Workshop (Appendix A) shows how the workshop was broken
dowil Into the varlotis presentations and top{t's dist'ussed. 	 Copies of the
conf0rence vlowgraph.,; (Appendix 11) provide further detail oil tilt , I,re-
sentations.
	 Remarks. tram attendee-, (Appclld{x t') are included with
Suggestions st imulated front tilt- workshop. A bibliography (Appendix D)
Indicates the amount tit Information avallable oil Issues relevant to the
program. It Is no way Inclusive nor does It intjicate ;1 higher value ul
thoSO dur • unlent y
 over tho.,t not included. Preconference communicat tons
anti a I ist of atLendt,es (Appendix 1•:) are also included.
A.	 oBJECTIVE of THE WURKS11oll
'1110 ub .lectivos of tilt, Photovoltaic Residential Appltt • ations Program
Implementation Workshop were:
(1)	 To provide a forum for dialogue on .11'1./1)0I: plans for the
residential applications program in the context of the
ont i re Photovoltaic- 'rociinm ogy Development Program; i
J
. ^ •, .wwl
F61-
(2) To discuss approaches to the detailed implementatiom of the
Residential Applications Program based on the experience of
the Solar Heating and Cooling Program and other relevant
concerns;
(3) To aquaint potential program participants with program
objectives and begin to involve them in the planning
process.
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SECTION II
Sl1F1MARY OF PHOTOVOLTAIC RESIDENTIAL APPLICATIONS
PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION WURKSHOP
Prepared ny: Dr. Richard Tabora, MIT-Energy Laboratory
A. PURPOSE:
The Photovoltaic Residential Application Implementation Workshop
was held to Introduce and discuss a set of concepts in the development
and implementation of the residential component of the hhotovoltaicm
program. Because there was a significant number of Individuals present
who had not been previously involved In the photovoltales program, the
purpose was extended to include an Introduction to the photovoltaic$
program, the residential implementation plan as currently drafted and
the activities currently being proposed as components of the multiyear
purchase program.
B. SESSION I - INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT
The first session Introduced the concepts Involved in the Multi-
Year Program Plan iMYPP), the current residential program and the
multi-year purchase program. Given the nature of the session there was
Little discussion of the underlying assumptions of the program, or of
the technology development objectives and their likelihood of
achievement.
C. SESSION 11 - INFRASTRUCTURE nI:VELOPMI'.NT
The second session focused attention on the development of an
Infrastructure within the construction industry from which to build a
residential photovoltaics market. The first component discussion
focused around the activities which were undertaken by the Department
of Housing and Urban Development in the Solar Heating and Coaling (5HAC:)
program. While there was explicitly not an effort to evaluate SHAG,
there was considerable discussion concerning the purpose of the SHAC
program and its targets and implementation. 'There was considerable dis-
cussion on the correct audience for o tivitIe q such as a solar heating
and cooling demonstration program andior a photovoltaics demonstration
program. There was concern that there be a clear definition of the
audience in the early phases of the program lest there br a misconcep-
tion of the readiness of the technology or specific components for the
market.
F
­
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Five conclusions/recommendations emerged from the first component
of this portion of the workshop.
(1) Experiments shc.uld be advertised as experiments not as
demonstrations and the objectives of the experiments should
be spelled out carefully so that persons looking into the
program will recognize them for what they are.
(2) It is likely that the cast of characters involved in develop-
ment of the market for residential photovoltaic power systems
will evolve .s tine program evolves. It is not necessary to
have a complete or.-xn!zation in place or to have all actors
involved in every stage of the process.
(3) An experiment which can parallel the technical development
work over the next several years should be developed to
handle the "soft" issues of the market development procesu.
(4) If there is to be a significant involvement of electric
utilities in the residential photovoltaic power system and/
clad/or the decision of an Individual to purchase such a
system, the state public utility commissions should be
Involved as soon as possible.
(5) Considerable thought should be given to the channels of
information used to communicate the concept of photovoltaics
to the potential buyers or installers. It was pointed out
that one visit between trades persons may be worth one ton
of paper generated by governmental study groups.
The second component of the infrastructure section of the workshop
dealt specifically with the role of the builder and/or contractor In
the market development process. The discussion Involved a number of
attendees formerly active in the SHAC photovolatics program. Their
comments reinforced and added to many of the conclusions from the
proceeding session.
There is a tremendous conservatism in the residential building
industry which makes Innovation a difficult and slow process. In gen-
eral, the labor pool works inversely to the economic structure of the
Industry. In good timers the skilled labor pool is diluted as additional
workers are pulled in, malting Innovation unlikely given skills levels.
At bad times, when there may be excess skilled manpower, there is fre-
quently additional financial conservatism working against innovation.
It was generally agreed that innovation occurred within the residential
sector at times of Stabilit y
 both within an individual firm and within
the industr y as a whole.
Large builders generally will innovate with processes while small
builders will innovate with materials.
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A discussion was introduced on how best to bring a concept into
the residential market — working from the custom built homes or from
public housing (governmental sector). The strong conclusion was that
the housing market always began at tae best hoaxes and worked its way
down. The reasoning behind this was twofold. First "aspiration" played
an important part in the filtering down effect. Second, placing any new
product in low income housing both guaranteed its rejection from above
and its rejection within the lower income environment where the "guinea
pig" syndrome was of major concern.
Finally, the pathway used for introduction of the product must be
the established one. Communications occur between the manufacturer,
supplier, subcontractor, etc. These should be maintained and strength-
ened for photovoltaics to enter smoothly and routinely.
D.	 SESSION III - NON--HARDWARE AND SU^3-EXPERIMENT DESIGN
The third session focused on the development of experimental
designs for collection of market data in conjunction with the residen-
tial experimental work currently a portion of the program, or with the
proposed multi-year purchase. Strategy discussion centered in two spe-
cific areas. The first was the development of market response data
using rolling panels to collect large quantities of data from relatively
smaller samples of respondents. The second discussion area was the use
of experiments designed to collect specific data for econometric analy-
sis of potential consumer response.
The conclusions drawn from this session were similar to those of
the first session.
Technical experiments should be designed so as to collect a maxi-
mum quantity of economic and market data from those participating in
and/or observing the experiment.
It is important to carry out the experiments in an environment where
there is contact with those individuals who will be involved in the final
marketing of the residential systems. It is also important to maintain
the experimental nature of the presentation and the data collection activ-ity.
There are a number of data analysis and organization structures
which may be of use in planning for the governmental role in final
market deployment of residential photovoltaic systems. The daLa
requirements for each of these should be evaluated in the near term if
they are to be incorporated into the experiments of the next two years.
This will assure that the programs management will be able to prepare
appropriate solicitations and seek the ` participation of groups and
institutions which would further the objectives of the phutovoltaics
program. This should also include the ability to incorporate individual
components of the residential program into an overall program structure
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that includes both milestones for governmental activities and points of
evaluation for further governmental Involvement. in addition, it is
necessary to recognize that it is the private marketplace that is the
final instrument for acceptance of photovoltaics. Hany activities can
be accomplished more effectively through private industry than through
government intervention.
There were a number of specific suggestions as to programmatic
activities both to Introduce photovoltaic systems to the residential
housing market and to solicit information from individuals within that
market.
The following is a summary of suggestions:
A set of smaller workshops for subgroups within the building
community should be held. These should involve a separate small work-
shop for architects, for professional engineers, for architectural and
engineering firms, and for builders. A note of caution was requested
in the timing and information presented in these sessions and it was
suggested that the material and meetings be presented by members of the
craft rather than by members of the photovoltaics program. By extension,
it may be argued that this suggestion carries over into other specific
portions of the market such as electric and public utility commissions,
Insurance industry representatives and possible to the financial
community.
A set of comments focused specifically on the organization of
cycles or rounds associated with the proposed multiyear purchase stra-
tegy. The most frequent of these was a concern for involvement of a
number of groups.
E.	 SESSION IV -- WORKSHOP SUMMARY AND SYNTHESIS
The final session of the workshop was Intended to bring together
a number of the themes covered in the earlier sessions and to elicit
from the individual participants a sense cf the meeting in terms of the
potential areas of action -- and areas of potential problems -- within
the residential sector.
In response to governmental initiatives, there were a number of
points brought out concerning both the type of solicitation required
and the anticipated lead organization. The model which appeared to
have the most support was one in which the solicitation appeared dir-
ectly from the government and called for it
	 effort involving the
architect, builder, photovoltaic manufacturer, developer and possibly
also the final consumer. The discussion from representatives of archi
tectural firms was that they would be the logical leaders for such it
team effort, and that in all liklihood they could and would respond on
relatively short notice. The model of going directly to the developer
did not have much support, particularly given the problems associated
with this model when used with the SHAC program. other models such as
cuaiiplete laboratory control were seen as necessary in early experiments
but less acceptable later in the market development process.
2-4
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Throughout the meeting, there was a stress on stating the objec-
tives of the experimental, purchase strategy or market development programs
early In the planning process. This would include architects, developers,
builders, etc., In a program that could, with a relatively small number
of experiments, work out many of the logistical bugs. Such early actions
could accelerate the rate of purchase activities and, at the same time,
absorb someof the risk associated with the much larger purchases scheduled
for one to three years later. It was pointed out, however, that these
activities should be integrated with the technical experimental work
already underway.
The workshop ended with a number of the participants agreeing to
later discuss the organization of additional meetings which would involve
smaller professional groups. It wa:• evident from the discussions that the
first of these proposed meetings will be open to architects and planners.
2-5
SECTION III
r	
RESULTS AND P61OGRAMlATIC RESPONSE
j:
Prepared by: Rosalyn Barbieri, Tom W. ltamil tot: (JPL)
workshop	 0The	  elicited a great deal f discussion, ideas, sugges-
tions, and recomwndations on issues pertinent to the Photovoltaic
Residential APpltcations Program. While specific action items did not
come out of the workshop, issues and approaches were raised which have
generated programmatic activities and discussion o-, how to formulate
the Residential Applications Program. In addition, the workshop atimu-
lated certain participants to subsequently provide additional suggestions
of benefit to the program.
(	 The group of participants also has created a resource .or the
( photovoltaics program which can be used to provide advice, review and
comeient, and channels of communication to their colleagues. Feedback
from these individuals will increase the ability of the photovoltaics
^.	 program to provide credible programmatic activities. It will also pro-
vide a real world perspective on the ability of the program to perform
i	 certain functions and meet established goals and objectives.
The wealth of discuss!.-n that resulted from the workshop supports
the need for continuing thcsc types of interactions. A different orga-
nization of the workshop would have elicited different types of dis-
cussion and parti.cipatio ,a from the attendees. Issues not discussed but
which are important, are seeds for other workshops of this nature. The
workshop provided a much clearer insight for the photovoltaics program
as to the parameters required to successfully implement and manage a
residential applications program, and particularly the importance and
the proper design and use of experiments.
Appendix C contains some after the fact impressions of the
workshop. Dorothy Leonard-Barton of SRI International discusses the
market diffusion strategy, the importance of proper timing and targeting
of experiments and information. She suggests how marketing activities
should parallel and complement the system and technology development
process. A mission team concept is introduced and described.
Jeffrey L. Smith has summarized his impressions and conclusions
arising from Session III. He focused on the distinction between
"experiments" designed to elicit new information and "demonstrations"
designed to disseminate knovm information. A clear statement of detailed
objectives of each phase of the residential program is essential to an
(	 efficient program.
Tom W. Hamilton discusses some nomenclature inconsistencies and
offers his impressions of what was learned and what direction the program
should take.
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APPENDIX A
AGENDA
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AGENDA
FEBRUARY 12 ,1980
SESSION T - TNTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT
8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Moderator:	 PAUL CARPENTER, .IPI.
Presenters:	 BOB EASTER, .JPL
TOM IIAMILTON, .IPI.
ED KERN, MIT/I.incoln laboratory
Topics:
1. The context of the residential applications program within tht.
photovoltal-m program as a whole.
2. 'rhe status of current residential technology development and
experimentation plan, (strawman scale and timing).
3. The objectives of and a strawman implementation approach to the
Multi-Year Purchase Program aspects of the Residential Applications:
Program.
LUNCH
11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.
SESSION II - INFRASTRUC'T'URE DEVELOPMENT
1 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Moderator:	 RICHARD TABORS, MIT/Energy Laboratory
Presenters:	 TOM MUTT-POWFLI., Harvard/MIS' .Joint Center for
Urban Affairs.
DICK RITTLF.MAN, Burt, Hill, Kosar & Riteleman
(presentation Wednesday morning)
Topics:
1. DevV10pM0nt of issue- ;agenda--re, rommi^ndat iotts if appropriate.
2. Work assignments.
End of Day One Sessions
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AGENDA (contd)
FEBRUARY 13, 1980
SESSION III
NATURE OF TIME HOUSING INDUSTRY AS IT PERTAINS TO THE PHOTOVOLTAIC PROGRAM
8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Presenter:	 DICK RITTLEMAN
Moderator:	 JEFF L. SMITH, JPL
Presentors:	 TOM HAMILTON, JPL
FRANK CAMM, Rand Corporation
GARY LILIEN, MIT Sloan School
Topics:
1. Experiment and sub-experiment implementation.
2. Example sub-experiment concepts: user response measurement and rate
structure experimentation.
3. Implications of sub-experiment concerns for program design.
LUNCH
11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.
SESSION IV - WORKSHOP SUMMARY AND SYNTHESIS
1 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Moderaccis:	 TOM HAMILTON, JPL
PAUL CARPENTER, JPL
Topics:
1. Development of issue agenda--recommendations if appropriate.
2. Work assignments.
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Copies of the text for Analysis of the Solar Heating and Cooling
Demonstration	 are available by request from:
Thomas E. Nutt-Powell
Joint Center for Urban Studies of the Massachusetts
I nstitute of Technology and Harvard University
53 Church Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
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OUTLINE
AN ANALYSIS OF THE SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
INTRODUCTION
SHAC PROGRAM
OUTCOME.
FACTORS IN SOLAR ACCEPTANCE IN HUUSING
CONCLUSIONS
LESSONS
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ti
PROGRAM DESI6N TO FACILITATE RAPID ACCEPTANCE
OF PV IN THE RESIDENTIAL SECTOR
A	 A ^A
T	 T	 T
NO	 MARKET	 INSTITUTIONAL
INTERVENTION	 INTERVENTION	 INTERVENTION
T EARLIER	 T EARLIER
SLOPE STEEPER
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ri
WHAT CONSTITUTES ACCEPTANCE?
. MAKING SOMETHING NEW A ROUTINE
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ii
THE INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS OF SHAC WAS A STUDY
QE A COMPARABLE TECHNOLOGY - SOLAR THERMAL
BY CASE STUDY
IQ, YIELD INSTITUTIONAL. DATA FOR PROGRAM DESIGN
TO FACILITATE PV ACCEPTANCE AS ROUTINE
THE SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
+ SOURCES
+ DESIGN
+ IMPLEMENTATION
+ OUTCOME
r
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SHAC CHRONOLOGY
SOURCES
1951-72 DIVERSE BILLS FILED; NONE PASSED
1952	 - PALEY REPORT - ON MATERIALS POLICY
NEED FOR SOLAR ENERGY RESEARCH
1971-72
	- TASK FORCE ON ENERGY, HOUSE COMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE & ASTRONAUTICS (S & A)
DEC., 1972 - NSF/NASA SOLAR ENERGY PANEL REPORT
1972	 - COMMITTEE STAFF REPORT, S & A
DESIGN
JUNE 7,12	 - HEARINGS ON SOLAR ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES
1973 S & A SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY
SUPPORTED EXPANDED FEDERAL
SOLAR PROGRAMS
JUNE-OCT.
	 "` HR 10952 DRAFTED
1973 NSF, NBS, NASA, HUD, DOD
INTRODUCED 10116 BY MCCORMICK
NOV. 2,	 - S.2650 INTRODUCED (CRANSTON - BANKING. HOUSING
1973
r
AND URBAN AFFAIRS)
Nov.	 5,	 - S.2558 W11364 COMPANION) INTRODUCED -
1973 MOSS & WEICKER
i
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Y
DES I K
NOV. 13-15,-
	
HEARINGS ON HR 10952 - ENERGY SUBCOMMITTEE
1973
DEC. 10,	 -	 HR 11864 (AMENDED VERSION OF 10952)
1973	 TO FULL COMMITTEE
JAN. 28,	 -	 REPORTED TO HOUSE
1974
FEB. 13,	 -	 PASSED, WITH AMENDMENTS, BY HOUSE
1974
FEB. 19,	 -	 HR 11864 - REFERRED TO SENATE COMMITTEE
1974	 ON AERONAUTICAL & SPACE SCIENCES
FEB. 25,	 -	 SENATE HEARINGS ON HR 11864, S.2658
1974
MARCH 11, -	 SENATE COMM (A.S.S.) REPORTS HR 11864
1974	 SUBSTITUTING S.2658 LANGUAGE
MARCH 13, -	 HR 11864/S.2658 REFERRED TO 4 SENATE COMMITTEES
1974
	
COMMERCE
BANKING, HOUSING & URBAN AFFAIRS
LABOR & PUBLIC WELFARE
INTERIM & INSULAR AFFAIRS
MARCH 20-21-	 BHUA SUBCOMMITTEE ON H & VA
1974
	
HEARINGS ON S.2650 & HR 11864
i
MARCH 27, -	 L & PW SUBCOMMITTEE ON NSF
1974	 HEARING ON S.2650 & HR 11864
B-62 f
DESIGN
	
MARCH 29, -	 C SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
	
1974 &	 HEARING ON S.2650 & HR 11864
APRIL 5,
1974
MAY 21,	 -	 HR 11864 PASSES SENATE, WITH AMENDMENTS
1974
AUG. 12,	 -	 CONFERENCE REPORT
1974	 SENATE AGREES
AUG. 21,	 -	 HOUSE AGREES
1974
SEPT. 3 0	-	 PRESIDENT FORD SIGNS PL 93-409
1974
I MPLEMENT,AT ION
	SEPT.-DEC. -	 NASA/HUD WITH NBS, DOD, NSF PREPARE PROGRAM
1974	 PLAN SUBMITTED 'f0 CONGRESS .12/30/74
	
SEPT.-DEC. -	 HUD PREPARES INTERIM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA FOR
1974	 SYSTEMS AND DWELLINGS TO WHIT1r. HOUSE/
CONGRESS 1/l/75
JAN. 19,	 -	 ERDA ESTABLISHED - PL 93-438
1975
MARCH	 -	 ERDA 23 - NATIONAL PLAN
1975
r
B-63
prom"r,.
OCT.
IMPLEMENTATION
1975	 - 1ST NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SOLAR STANDARDS
SEPT. 13-15" 2ND NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SOLAR STANWADS
1975
JAN. 19,	 - HUD CYCLE 1
1976
Nov. 1976	 - ERDA 23A - (76-6) UPDATED NATIONAL PLAN
JAN. 1,	 - HUD CYCLE 2
1977
MAY 30,	 - HUD CYCLE 3
1977
OCT. 1977 -	 DUE ESTABLISHED
MAR. 291	 -	 HUD CYCLE 4
1978
JULY 1978 -	 DOE/CS--0007 NATIONAL PLAN
SEPT. 28, -	 HUD CYCLE 4A - PASSIVE
1978
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SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING PROGRAM
CALENDAR YEAR
ACTIVITY
1974 16:5 1676 1977 1975 1979 1900
COMBINED
HEATING 6
LEGISLATION
	 PLAN
	 HEATING
	
COOLING
MAJOR MILESTONE$ ♦ ♦ 	 v	 P
TECHNOLOGY	 TECHNOLOGY
PLAN	 READINESS/REVIEW Rf:• ^:NEStMEVIEW
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT '
CONTRACT
	 ROTOTY►E LIAR WARE
	 ►R TOTYPE HARDW RE
DEVELOPMENT IN SUPPORT PAN RELEASE Rf s	 AWARDS	 NEATIN 1	 (CODLING)44	
	 A OF DEMONSTRATIONS
RESIDENTIAL
I1ST CYQ E	 4Np CYCLE	 3RD CVCk E NTH CYCLE	 5 H CYCLE 
DEMONSTRATIONS A	 A	 A	 A	 A
1ST CYCLE	 2ND CYCLE 3RD CYCLE
	 4TH CYCLE
COMMERCIAL DEMONSTRATIONS 14	 A
PLAN:
DATA BASE AND BANK OPERATIONAL:
DATA COLLECTION, EVALUATION INFORMATION CENTER; CENTRAL DATA PROCESSING
AND DISSEMINATION A
--Ft
►LAN:	 UPDATE
INTI RIM	 INTERIM STANDARDS.	 LAB	 INTERIM	 DEFINITIVE CRITERIA
CRITERIA	 UPDATE INTERIM CRITERIA CEATIFICATION CRITERIA 	 ANDSTANDARDS
STANDARDS AND CRITERIA A	 A	 A	 14 A	 p
THEHMAL
RECOMMEND MARKET	 RATINGS
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
STUDIES
	
iINCENTIVES
	 UPDATE	 UPDATE
MARKET DEVELOPMENT A
RULE
MAKING	 TRANSFER
PLAN	 FUNDS
SOLAR IN FEDERAL BUILDINGS* A	 p
•A NEW THREE YEAR PROGRAM TO BE DEVELOPED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE NEP.
A ACCOMPLISHED ACTIVITIES
4 SCHEDULED ACTIVITIES
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PROGRAM PARTICIPATION
NATIONAL HEATING AND COOLING OF BUILDINGS
f Ow/
W0
7
car VALUATE A DISgE^\
tpATlOry
v _ ANS	we^rrr
I
w
acs
. y
W^
r
`FC -i10N. A N 0
NDf IS ACTIVE
IM ALL AREAS
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HUD RESIDENTIAL DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
CALENDAR YEAR 1976 1976 1971 197E /6179
DEMONSTRATION ACTIVITY
PROGRAM STUDIES
"W
ti,?^ ,^	 WILDNYOTY►ELOCH =lmaa10
SYSTEM
DEM004TMT10Ni
SITE-SVSTEMPROJECTS 6.►+^i^^,».^...+
INTEORATEO SYSTEM PROJECTS
DATA COLLECTION AND EVALUATIONCYCLE 1
CYCLE ?
CYCLE a
CYCLE • •
CYCLE 6 6
FERFORMANCE CRITERIA
AND STANDARDS fMTEp^M;': DEi1NITIVE
-IMPLEMENTATION OP THE p lS10E NTIAL OEMONSTIIATION PIIOGAAM $I N CYCLE IS ME OICATEO ON THE SOL" COOLING p•O MOGRAM
0^6'VE^ LO0INO TECHNOLOCIE 6 WHICH WILL BE EEf/EPICIAL^^
l;; •: :. ,,^a 	 ACCOM►► ISHEOACTIViTl6f
C—1 SCHEOYL60ACTIWTHIS
i
1
i
f	 B-67
4
a
•0
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SNAG IMPLEMENTATION
+ SITE-SYSTEM
+ INTEGRATED SYSTEMS _. 5 CYCLES, RFGAs
+ PASSIVE DESIGN COMPETITION
+ INSTRUMENTATION
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	 i
SHAC SUMMARIZED
+ THE INTENT -- DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
+ THE REALITY -- RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
+.--THE  OUTCOME -- A MUDDLED PROGRAM
B-72
WHY A MUDDIED PROGRAM?
IN CRISIS, FALL BACK ON ROUTINES
ROUTINES, BY FAMILIARIi'^, PROVIDE
CONFIDENCE-THAT THE PROCESS IS
LEGITIMATE AND THE OUTCOMES ACCEPT/'
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NO MATCH BETWEEN OR AMONG THE
ROUTINES OF THESE INSTITUTIOIIAL ARENASs
1) FEDERAL POLICY
2) FEDERAL PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION
3) TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
I0 HOUSING
7
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Tables 2
j	 The Four Institutional Arenas in the SHAC Program
ARENA 1
i
+ Institutional Arena -- Federal Policy
+ Currency of Exchange -- Money
+ Atmosphere -- National Energy Crisis
+ Routine -- Congress Enacts, Authorizes, Appropriates
ARENA 2
+ Institutional Arena -- Federal Program Administration
+ Currency of Exchange -- Status
+ Atmosphere -- Turf Protection
+ Routine	 Obtaining and Running Programs
ARENA 3
+ Institutional Arena -- Technology Development
+ Currency of Exchange -- Quantifiable Data
+ Atmosphere -- i;ngineering Crisis
+ Routine -- Instrument
ARENA 4
+ Institutional Arena -- Housing
4. Currency of Exchange --- Marketability
+ Atmosphere -- Market Risk, Mitigated by Interdependencies
+ Routine -- Word-of-Mouth
B-75
z
FACTORS IN SOLAR ACCEPTANCE IN HOUSING
+ DEVELOPER MOTIVATIONS
+ I-NFORMATION EXCHANGES
+ COMPREHENSIBILITY
w
B-76
DEVELOPER MOTIVATIONS
+ FRIENDS -- REALIZATION OF IDEALS
I	 + INDIANA -- TEAM SPIRIT
I
	 + RESERVOIR HILLS -- ORGANIZATIONAL. FOUNDATION
+ AMREP -- CORPORATE EXPANSION
INFORMATION EXCHANGES
+ TYPE -- RESERVOIR HILLS, FINANCIAL
+ SOURCE -- INDIANA, FROM HBAI
+ DENSITY -- AMR_.P, MITRE CONFERENCE
+ CONTINUITY -- SANTA CLARA, SCIENCE ADVISOR
COMPREHENSIBILITY
VIA THE SUPPORTING INSTITUTIONAL NETWORK
(MARKET RISK MITIGATED BY INTERDEPENDENCIES)
+ LEGITIMATOR HBAI
+ TRANSLATOR REDDING
+ LINKING-PIN AMREP ENVIRONMENTAL. CONSULTANT
+ PLUNGER FRIENDS
+ REGULATOR SAN DIEGO COUNTY GOVERNMENT
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CONCLUSIONS
I, THE SHAC PROGRAM IS A LEGISLATIVE HYBRID OF TECHNOLC-1
DEVELOPMENT AND HOUSING DOOMED TO FAILURE.
2, IN THE HOUSING MARKET NEITHER FINANCIAL INCENTIVES h:
TECHNICAL DATA ARE SUFFICIENT FOR A SOLAR INNOVATION 7:
BE ACCEPTED,
3. INNOVATION ACCEPTANCE IN THE HOUSING SECTOR REQUIRES
MEDIATION THROUGH ROUTINE AT THE LOCAL MARKET LEVEL.
4. RECIPIENTS OF SHAG SUBSIDIES HAD MOTIVATIONS OTHER ThA:;
CONVENTIONAL MARKET OBJECTIVES,
5. ACCE:PTAN:;E OF SUBSIDY DOES NOT NECESSARILY MEAN
ACCEPTANCE OF THE INNOVATION,
6. THE PROBABILITY OF ACCEPTANCE OF AN INNOVATION INCREASES
WHEN INFORMATION COMES THROUGH ROUTINE EXCHANGES.
7. INFORMATION MUST BE ABOUT THE INNOVATION, NOT THE SUBSIDY.
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LESSONS
* RESEARCH IS RESEARCH; DEMONSTRATION IS DEMONSTRATION
* DESI6N/ADMINISTER OUTSIDE D.C.
* MATCH ROUTINES OF THE ACCEPTING INSTITUTIONAL ARENA
=- IN HOUSING
DISSEMINATION STRATEGY IS THE KEY
AS THE CURRENCY IS WORK-OF-MOUTH
MULTIPLE ACTORS, MULTIPLE MOTIVATIONS,
MAXIMUM INTERDEPENDENCIES
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1Emphasis in Introducing Solar Heating/Cooling .
Systems
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Emp-has'ss . in introducing Solar Heating and
Cooling Systems
lYew
C"Muction %
•
Some % Little%
Commercial Building is 23 f
High Priced, Custom Designed
Flesidena 71 29 --
Lowe+ Cost Hoare _31 54 15
Apartment House 69r 1'5 15
School Building 5o 43 7
Of Iwo or Professional Building 69 23 a
Cendomnium Apartment 64 29 7
Large-Scale Developments Such as
Malls, 'Now Towns' 77 13 S
Small-Scale Developments Such es
Small Subdirsions ;i1 46 23
Existing
Buildings
Commerical Bu4ding 33 25 42
High Priced, Custom Designed Residence 42 17 42
Lower Cost Moms 25 • 67
Apartment House 25 25 So
School Building 23 31 44
Office or. Proofessional Building 17 42 42
CondomWur n Apartment 25 17 54
Large-Scale OerHopments Such as Malls
'Mew Towws' 33 25 42
SmaillSaie Developments Such as
Small Subdivisions 17 17 66
74-0212•VAJ11
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Rank
•rder Constraint
Aggregate
Weighted
Value
1 Not considered using .45
2 poor performance risk .44
3 may d"age reputation .39
y luildi'ng core prohibits .34
s Net owwgh technical information .32
i Rini W +ng O f fi c i a l s frown
.30
r Nat o0plicoble to design ..30
i not marketable .26
raped too many callbacks .26
10 .1lpprais4l	 penalty 21
11 Costs fare .21
It Lenders frown 20
i3 Unsatisfactory eaperlence .19
1'4 Material not available .17
Ns Requires sub to change li
1'6 No4 worth extra train-i-ng 13
1•^i Und M rules pwobibit .11
pit Licensing systw preventro
1y Tack of monegemeat/supervisian
• 0i
	 •
20 Not heard of item .OR
.	 ,
. }
ii
Tltblt 31. Rank order of constraints by aggregate weighted values.
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March 3, 1980
Rosalyn Barbieri
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive
m/s 506-418
Pasadena, CA 91103
Dear Ros:
I appreciated being included In the Residential Applications Program
Implementation Workshop last week, althou-1h we did not really get to the
point of working out implementation plans, as I had loped. Probably it was
too much to expect, for JPL had to educate half of us to what the program
was all about before we could begin to think about specific plans. I had
the feeling, however, that we were at the point when we broke up of being
able to retire in groups of four or five to hash out specifics on the
blackboard.
I have a number of specific observations and recommendations to make, but
before I do, let me note some of the major point; that became clear to me
as I listened to the presentations:
1. The careful design of information presentations about the technology
is gust as important in the marketing process as the development of the
equipment.
Generally a person's decision whether or not to make a purchase, or to
adopt some innovation, follows a generalizable pattern. The potential
consumer (1) becomes aware of the product, (2) seeks information about it
and evaluates i.t or else is offered information/ ,judgment about it by a
friend, and (13) tries it.
One of the most successful commercial marketing strategies today is to
distribute promotional samples of the product, thereby truncating the
purchase-decision process. The prospective customer becomes aware of the
product, gets his/her own information about it, and tries it, all at the
same time. This marketing strategy is effective because people tend to be
wedded to the tried and if not true, at least well understood products
they are accustomed to purchasing.
SRI International
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For large purchases, marketers have to substitute information and satisfied
customers for the free samples as agents of persuasion. Demonstrations and
careful documentation of success stories thus become surrogates for wide-
spread personal experience with the innovation.
2. The selection of the appropriate 'recipients for information and the
timing of the information will be critical.
Jet Propulsion Labs is in the unenviable and perhaps unasked-for position
of a firm with a brand-new and desperately desired product. Generally, the
newer a product is, the less experience people have with it, and in the case
of PV, with anything like it. Information is therefore absolutely crucial--
'	 the amount, the timing, the target.
The S-shape of the diffusion curve is determined by Peoples' experience with
the innovation. That is, were potential adopters to bet their information
on a one-by-one basis, from media, the diffusion "curve" would in fact be
the straight linear function of media messages affecting individual decisions
over time:
However, each person who adopts an innovation passers judgment on it and
becomes a positive (or ne;;ative) opinion leader for other potential adopters.
If he or she influences, let us say, two others, who in turn each influence
two others, the diffusion curve "takes off," and adoption of the innovation
increases at an algebraic rate.
The S-shaped curve was mentioned at the workshop, and mention was made of
the fact that the curve can be steepened, that is, the diffusion accelerated,
by various tnterventions. I am not sure that the workshop participants
recognized, however, that: (1) Interpersonal comm^snication is crucial to
achieve an S-shaped curve, and (2) that communication must be mostly Positive
or the curve will be downward, not S-shaped.
Therefore, it is vitally important to know whom to introduce PVs to, at what
stage of the technology's development. As Dick Kittleman observed, to show
builders an otherwise barren room full of equipment could do inure damage
than good to the PV program.
The audience for information will grow as the technology matures over the
first few years of experimentation, as will the decd for widely-available
detailed information. The first perfornu111ce data generated by the experimen-
tal systems will be of inunediate interest to the PV industry and to inventors
working on the te0111010"V, although this same data may be important at a
later date to architects and builders.
3. Tlicre is often a vast difference between inform,it ion givctl aild informa-
tion received. People do not make pul'chclse dt-Cisi0ns ant irely "rat 101;,111y."
t'- 3
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People are not passive, empty receptacles which we can fill with information 	 -•
and then expect appropriate responses from. Potential users of PV will judge
the technology by such criteria as:
a. Associations with other technologies. Perhaps consumers will
think PV are like active thermal solar systems. Or perhaps the fact
that PVs generate electricity w111 make them seem Fiore like non-solar
electric appliances.
b. Compatibility with present practices and values. "Eco-chics"
will buy PV because the solar cells on the roof are visible symbols
of commitment to a purer environment. Developers may shun PVs because
their use requires hiring an entirely different set of sub-contractors.
c. Perceived attributes or characteristics of the technology. These
characteristics may bear little resemblance to engineering "reality."
People's perceptions are shaped by rumor, by their degree of under-
standing of the technology, by the state of the national economy, etc.
Many products fail on the market because their inventors and promoters
make the mistake of believing the public will see the engineering or
technical advantage and will therefore quite logically accept the
innovation. * In fact very few products sell to the general public on
the basis of performance statistics alone.
The following steps seem to be essential in planning the PV program:
Marketing studies should parallel and complement the engineering program.
While I believe this need was generally recognized at the workshop, there
was no agreement on the mechanism for starting such studies. I would suggest
the following:
1. A Pre-experimental (pre-mission) team of 4-5 people should meet to
draw up a tentative master marketing plan, which could then be submitted to
the mission team for comment and emendation. These 4-5 people would, in
essence, fill in Tom Hamilton's handwritten viewgraph plan, deciding tenta-
tively which "actors" should be introduced at each stage of the program
design, and what essential social ,questions need to be answered at which
points.
It seems to me that the following skills are needed at such an interim
meeting:
*
Recently some of my colleagues and I were asked to help advise the inventor
of an extremely fuel-efficient (68-100 miles per gallon) three-wheel vehicle
which was not being accepted, on how to promote his product. The engineer-
inventor chose to ignore the fact that most potential users regarded the
design as unsafe, since he could "prove" with figures and statistics that
the vehicle was more stable than it appeared and that the probabilities of
a crash into the exposed side of she car were very slight. Therefore he
dismissed as irrelevant the market perceptions of the car as unsafe.
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S
a. Since the Vll;;invul-inl; side of the prol;lam Is well tlevt • ioltcd, olle
per-ion Should be 111t-SCUL who knows that program very well.
b. '111c intcnt of tht • pro6ram is to boost IT up thu diffusion curve
•	 at ;111 .lccel t • rat t 4 1 M o, -;t) .1 livr:;on with b.ickgi ound i!1 'I!;ll kt t Ills; llt'W_
Ilrodut t., could lwIp ldcotify the Is:alos Ill entry m,ukt t ing.
c. As I noted (ad nauseum) at Lhe workshop, the I I Ict • Y-1111 requirt's tile
careful tarl;t bil l; of Inforlllat Ion, .1t dif fel-fill, I0v01^; of SllcCif icity,
tllro11;;11 .ipprolir i.tt y Chaluu• ls, so .ut I11fo1- rLtt ioll- • d I-,: ,-ii,hiat ion p e r.-;on
would be valuable.
d. 'file pre5cnt.lt ions Showed how vital it is to have all lnldcrStallding
of the buliding industry for any residential Ilrol;r,1111S. 	 Ht•nCe the 111•ed
for a Dick Fiddl,•man or his ctjllivaletlt.
e. S0IZlr is an lntusual teClrtlolol;y on uunit r'ons Counts, e.g.:
i. Residt-nti.-Il solar equipment does not. replaCe cxiS Ling
equ ip inent but supplements IL.
ii. Because of tale eut:l;;yorisis, solar is an overtly value-
lade n tec11110101;y Choice.
iii. Government at all levels is pushing solar with unprece-
dented vigor.
For these reasons (and others), there are similarities be tween SIIAC
and PV commercialization and therefore, its the preSentation delllon-
str.ated, a person with extensive experience in the Commercialization
of SIIAC would be helpful.
2. The mission team should refine the objectives and research issues con-
ceived by this first planning conmlittee into specific research questions,
which would then be set into RFPs. In other words, besides the two kinds
of RFPs mentioned at the workshop, aimed at equipment developers, there
should be several RFPs for the necessary marketing and communication
studies. While bidders could be encouraged to evolve their own research
designs, the designs would have to be responsive to the questions asked.
While I believe that a pre-mission team committee of 4-5 people could best
evolve a marketing plan, let me suggest a few preliminary thoughts I have
about such a plan.
It occurs to me that our discussion of when is an experiment an experiment
and when is it a demonstration was actually a bit misleading. At different
points in the technology development., the equipment serves as a demonstra-
tion" to different groups. At the "experimental" stage, the photovoltaic
array is a demonstration to industry and equipment designers, since the
intent at that point is to stimulate innovation and solve design problems.
At this point, the equipment is by no means a demonstration for potential
residential users.
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There are, in fact, at least three activities which are occurring simultan-
eously at each stage of the engineering development plans
1. Market-Acceptance Testing/Identifying Future Information Needs.
Panels of future "actors" are asked to (1) react to the design as far as it
has developed and (2) identify the information needs they foresee from their
particular perspective. (Thus, it would be important, as was pointed out in
the workshop, for someone to give the architect's viewpoint early in the
performance data gathering, so that information about structural needs, for
example, is collected.) These small panels representing particular profes-
sional or interest groups, would in effect serve as consultants to the market-
ing/commercialization teams, to ensure that information will be available to
bring "on line" as needed in the future.
2. Information-Dissemination
At each point in the technical development, information is being generated
which is of immediate concern to some actors. Therefore key opinion leaders
for those groups are invited in to see the equipment demonstrated. When the
equipment is still behind the fence, homeowners would not be invited en masse,
for instance, but engineers would be. Builders might be invited when the
equipment was installed in a home. When the home is occupied, then the home-
owners would be targeted. In short, the populations targeted to receive
information at this time would be those for whom PV systems at that point in
their devel2pment were of immediate relevance.
3. Awareness-Raising
At the same time that small market panels representing groups of "actors"
who will need information later are being questioned about anticipated
information needs (411) and that specially targeted audiences for whom the
equipment is a demonstration in its present state are being fed detailed,
extensive information relevant to their needs (112), general information
should be given out through the media to arouse interest in residential
photovoltaics (413). For instance, long before the equipment is installed
in a house and therefore could be considered a demonstration for archi-
tects, articles about the equipment should have appeared in architectural
magazines, suggesting this equipment as a coming attraction to be watched.
Generally, people have to be aware of a new idea for a while and then to
evaluate it, before they try it themselves. Media is the most efficient
way to raise awareness. Personal contact is relatively more important
when the time comes for people to consider adopting the innovation.
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As an example of the three-tiered approach I am suggesting, I have attached
an outline of the kind of framework a pre-mission team might start work with.
This is by no means complete; the 4-5 people I mentioned could fill the
outline in and determine the relevant research questions as their first
task.	 -	 _
Hope these suggestions are of some use to you. I have just returned from
D.C. where I testified at hearings on D.O.E. appropriations held by Rep.
Ottinger's sub-committee on Energy Development and Applications of the House
Science and Technology Committee. I feel the fact that two diffusion
scholars were asked to recommend what kinds of "behavioral and motivational"
research should be done by D.O.E., evidences growing awareness of the im-
portance of social science theory to the development of energy programs.
Wang regards,
Dorothy Leonard-Barton
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	 RESIDENTIAL APPL I CA I IONS WORKSHM,
Scssion III
	 ExperinterlL t. Sith-I'.xperinit'nt Dt slKn
Propared by:	 T.L. Smith, .1111
St-sS ion t ► vcry i'v
Ihls se :;Ion Introdurcd the topk- t t l ('%pt•1-1111cnt dt .i l ,n 1;I0 i n III.
resIdollL 1a1 .11)111 1L'.1L iolis cxperInivilt progr.tm .	 Ihrt•c prt sent It i,m!; %,. 1't
given Ill tilt' twt)-110111' st-ssion.	 Ton1 liallii l tell, Mil1I,Igk • i', P1.11111 hig
mvtit wind ItAvt- , ratIon, Photovoltaics Tt't'hnttlog\ ht l't'It t plllt'tlt and Alyl1.'.i-
t1oi1 LL-.Id CailLol', 9,1VL' alt iittl't t d(lCLor\' pYL"tit'11C.1tIoll til.tt revit'wcd tilt•
ckirrvnt staLus of planning for Lht' o%jivrimentti anti presoiltt-d ctnitt' >.tiial
Illtormat ion 0Il Lhe photoVolt.tlt' program.	 Ur. frank (..Until of OIL .
 Rau([
t;orpttr.Itlon dIscu.-oed some of tilt- consLraillts and diffictilt Ies Envttkcd
in dt'signing .111d implt-menting SOL'I.11 t-XI)OI imt'nLN.
	
Civt'n tll.lt tilt- prt-
gr.ini wishes to increa se Its understanding t,I ilon-hardwarc' Isstlt's, AS
wci l AS 11.11 -CMI 't- related Issut-S, during Its conduct of tilt' residt nt ial
vXj)v1'11-1IL'llt5, careful attcnt Ion must b y
 paid to ;amplc tit=sign, t•:,1)crlmt^nt
design, mL • asurement and objL-CtIVL's. Girt' 1.1111011 of MI'T 1:1101'yV Labor.l-
tory prt-sented approaches to and results of several slll'vt-VN (t-tiperlmL'ilts)
conducted by MIT in conjunct Ion with t-arl y photovoltaic t-xpt-rimont	 hc
rL'.ict hills of pot ent la 	 purchasvr^- to sovt'r.11 phut ovoI to lc I lista l l: I t l o lls
Wert- measured and correlated with the potent i.lI purch.lser's prcconct,i%"t,Ll
attItudes toward :Molar syatems, energy probI VMS , previous Inilovat Ivt-
behavior, atc.
The session was truncated due to lack of stlfficicnt t 111 Lo com-
plete all the presentations. No discussion of the prt-selltilt 101IS Was
possible within the time • constratnts.
It was clear, however, that the participants of tilt- workshop tl id
not share a common perception of thepurl?nst-s and objectivvs of OIL'
residential experiments. Even though the word "experiment" wits vxpll-
citly adopted to imply that the major intended purpose of the actiV1tit-S
is the production of new information, many of the workshop participants
apparently believe that issues such as "involving; the right players" or
"contacting the appropriate people" are dominant considerations In the
design of the experiments. In my opinion this confuses "information
dissemination" or "demonstrations" with "discovery or production of
new information" or "experiments". Obviously, one cannot disseminate
something one does not know. Thus, discovery of nonexistent information
must precede its dissemination.
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The session emphasized the huge gaps in our knowledge with respect
to the "barriers" facing deployment of grid-connected photovoltaic sys-
tems as well as the inherent difficulty in designing, implementing and
conducting experiments * to fill in those gaps. Careful attention must	 -^
be paid to designing the experiment and selecting the experimental
sample.
In summary, the session revealed wide differences in the percep-
tions of the workshop participants of the purposes and implementation
planning requirements of the residential application progrnm.
*Experimentation is the classical Scientific method for advancing thc,
state of knowledge.
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1 RESIDENTIAL IMPLEMENTATION WORKSHOP
SOME CLARIFICATIONS, IMPRESSIONS, AND POSSIBLE FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Prepared by: Tom W. Hamilton, JPL
The first day wnm spent discussing and clarifying the context and
terminology being timed. Participants began to work on improving the demipll
and the implementation details of the Photovoltaics Residential Prograsl.
I concluded that a series of meetings with continuity of part iclpatIon
is necessary to round out the residential plan. The first session intro-
duced a great deal of information to persons not familiar with the pro-
gram. A better degree of coordination of nomenclature could have made
this information easier to digest. In the Session I presentation, a
sequence of phases shown in the Figure 1, below, were described. In Lliv
following discussion, Ed Kern, of MIT/Lincoln Laboratory described the
phases shown below in the dotted boxes. The "Prototype Development"
phase In done in the regional Residential Experiment Stations, as necem-
sary, as a precursor to the "rSEr" which im the first block. The terms
"EFT" and "SRE" can be (and were) used interchangeably.
COMMERCIAL
READINESS
(EXPERIMENTS IND
	
1 
ELD tESTSNG 
^/ V	 h1^+RKET
	 H(
FREh ARKET
I PROTOTYPE	 I	 i	 (SAME)I	 I	 READINESS	 I
II DEVELOPMENT I	 I	 EXP'TS (SRE) J L 	 L-__--_J
Figure 1.	 Residential Program Phases Reconciled;
Top Lino: Tom Hamilton's Presentation
Bottum Line: Ed Kern's Presentation
The workshop was held before solid content of the EFT, MT phase:3
of the program were developed. This was done with the intent of obtain-
ing help and guidance in rounding out the DUE plains by adding the ,appro-
priate market development plans to those already exiting. I believe we
underestimated the time required to become familiar with photos*oltalos
and the existing thought and plans for the residential market. The ideas
offered by several participants, and well expressed by Dorothy Leonard-
Barton's comments earlier in Appendix C, have influenced my thinking
about how we should proceed to further develop residential plains;. It Is
}
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clear to me that we nveAd to .rstabllsh a temporary two-part tram consist-
ing of "plan deve• lopers and integrators" and relevant reviewers who can
interact on .a regular basis over a period of months. flans along this
llnv are under development .arc :are • considerations on haw the multi-phase
provvsm described in current plans m.ght be aacccleraated witlac-ut excessive
risk. I L01Jeve that the informitlon generating and information dissem-
inatlon functions of experiments and demonstrationm can be overlapped
when we carefull y consider who needs Information In the following stages
and what the most credible source is to each party.
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APPENDIX E
PRECONFEFANCE COMMUNICATIONS/LIST OF K,"TENDEES
-1
PRE-CONFERENCE CoWtINICA1'IONS
A letter was sent to potential workshop participants. A sample
letter follows:
Dcar
Thank you for agreeing to participate in the Photovoltaics Residential
Applications Program Implementation Wrokshop. This workshop is being
conducted by the .let Propulsion Laboratory Photovoltaics Lead Canter for
the Department of Energy and is being held in the Milliknn Board Room of
the California Institute of Technology of February 12-13, 1980.
It is the first in a series of workshops designed to assist the photo-
voltaic program in further developing its program implementation plans-'.
Due to their high priority, we arc, beginning with a focus on residential
applications.
Ftaclosed is it brief statement of the workslop objectives, an agenda and
part is i pant list. Note that we plan to :Mart at 8:30 a.m. on Tuesday
morning. 7ue enclosed maps should a-tsist you In locating Caltech and the
Millikan room.
You will also find enclosed a copy of the Photovoltaic Program Multi-Year
Plan (if you have not been closely involved in the program) and a copv of
the slides from a recent presentation I made to representatives of the
Photovoltaics industry on current plans for the so-cal led "Multi-Year
photovoltaic System Purchase Program". The Multi-Year Plan should scrve as
background for aspects of program philosophy and the timing of certain
technology-related events. It is currently being revised to include the
content of the purchase program. The plans for detailed timing of the
residential aspects of the program will hc- Introduced during the first
workshop session.
We are looking forward to your participation in a stimulating and construe-
tive workshop.
Sincerely,
Tom W. Hamilton
Manager, Planning, Assessment
and Integratioa
Photovoltaics 'I'D & A Lcad Center
J
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A'r rYNDFE.S
1
Rosaalvn Barbieri let	 Propulsion Laboratory
Dortliv Ivonard-Barton Stanford Pntverx1ty
Drew Hottaro M11	 I:nvrKv I.aboratory
Frank Camm Thv Rand Curporat ton
Paaal Carpenter Jet Propulsion Laboratory
lac-nnis Costello Solar Encrgv Research Instittav
Bob Easter Avt Propulsion Laboratory
1 • ,.incIs Crvvhan SRI	 International
Tom Hamilton .test	 Propulsion Laboratory
Charles Itul ick National	 Bureau of	 standards/1 -A III
Tom .taras Science Appl I cat Ions,	 Inc.
Gar y .Jonas tiand la Laboratory, Albucluvryut,
Earle Kennett AIA Rt-search Corporation
I'd Kcrn MIT Lincoln Laboratory
Gar y 	1.111on MIT Sloan :school of Managcmcatt
t.l vim Lov in Fd i i-aon E l ve t r i c Company
I'd Mt-hal irk General	 l:lc• Ctric Companv
PetVt' Morton Architects Collaborat ivo,	 Inc.
Mar y Pope MI'I'	 Lincoln Laboratory
Tom Nutt-Powell	 llarvaard-MI•i' ,itiint Center for Urban
Studies
Lewis Perelman	 .lct Propulsion Lrabor:atory
Uaavid Posner	 Solar I'.nergv Rest-arch I ist itute
1)1ok Rittlemon	 Burt, IIIII, Kosar & RIttIemm
Ted Sc • hl it , 	 National Bureau of Standards/1:111'
Elaine Smith	 Department of I.nvrgv
Jeff L. Smith	 let Propulsion Laboratory
Pete Spewek	 Regional Solar Energv Centers
I.Ichard Tabors	 MIT Energy Laboratory
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